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WHY OKI?

Oki has been in business for over 120 years and specialises in print-based business communications. Our reputation is

built on decades of providing the most reliable dot matrix printers based on a no-compromise design philosophy and a

true dedication to satisfying the needs of our customers. Our products reflect a special understanding of day-to-day

business requirements, with a dealer network providing excellent local support and service. It’s why buying Oki isn’t just

a sensible choice, it’s a safe decision.

THINK OKI. THINK CLARITY.

Whether your business is a start-up, or a multinational, we have the products to suit your needs, from dot matrix printers

to colour  multi-functional units. Because we have such diverse product range, we have colour-coded our product

segments to help you save time. When it’s time to add another printer to your range, or to check out the latest advances

in technology on our website, simply use the following colour guide.

colour printers

no compromise printing solutions...

reliability and versatility comes as standard.

OKI MICROLINE DOT MATRIX PRINTERSOKI MICROLINE DOT MATRIX PRINTERS

l 9 pin printers

l 24 pin printers

the only three letters you need on a printer.

Only use genuine Oki Original consumables to ensure the best quality and performance from your hardware. Non Oki Original products may damage
your printer’s performance and invalidate your warranty. Specifications subject to change without notice. All trademarks acknowledged.

Oki Europe Ltd,

Central House, Balfour Road,

Hounslow, Middlesex, TW3 1HY,

United Kingdom

tel: +44(0) 20 8219 2190  

fax: +44(0) 20 8219 2199

www.okieurope.com
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As an ENERGY STAR Partner, Oki Europe Ltd 
has determined that this product meets the
ENERGY STAR guidelines for energy efficiency.



rental:

Print once, sign once... multi-copy capability for increased levels of productivity make
Oki dot matrix printers irreplaceable in the rental industry.

industry-leading reliability

Oki delivers full range of dot matrix solutions across a variety of

professional applications. With a choice of printers offering various

print speed, width, and paper handling options, our technology,

proven expertise, and business focus will ensure

that whatever the requirement, Oki dot matrix

printers will deliver the solution.

Oki’s demonstrable reliability worldwide and

outstanding levels of productivity have earned it

the best reputation in the dot matrix marketplace.

Our heritage spans decades of innovation coupled

with a philosophy that accepts no compromise,

which is why the reliability you demand comes built-in as standard. 

It is therefore no surprise that our printers are the preferred choice

where conditions can stray far from ideal.

oki impact technology

While dot matrix printing has remained largely unchanged, Oki

engineers have continually re-visited customers to check on and

improve the performance of our printers when and wherever

possible. For instance, in the Banking and Finance

sector, the sheer productivity of Oki printers is

perfectly suited to the intense commercial use

they face. Once again, a commitment that always

has the needs of the end-user in mind. As a result,

new product introductions are based on real

business requirements. 

Whilst some applications have moved to other

printing technologies, those that require the best in reliability and

paper handling, with a true print-on-demand capability and long

operational life already know the benefits that Oki impact

technology has to offer.

A serial impact dot matrix printer applies physical force to the 

paper during printing which allows for simultaneous copies to be

produced. In the Retail, Rental and Distribution sectors, these

multiple copies mean that you print once and a single customer

signature is all that is needed, which saves time and trouble leading

to greater levels of efficiency.

The mechanical design of these printers afford unsurpassed levels

of reliability, which is a valuable commodity in any application but

mission critical in the Travel industry where Oki printers ensure the

smooth operation of busy airports world-wide.

Every element of printer design is effectively geared to improving

productivity, speed, accuracy, and reliability – users can look

forward to long, trouble-free, and highly productive operational

lifespan. The number of repeat customer

purchases is testimony to this dedication. 

A dedication that has earned us true brand loyalty.

With such qualities, the Oki dot matrix printer has

a long, busy life and the chances of finding one

are quite high so keep a watchful eye where the

situation simply cannot afford a compromise. 

In short, no other printers are built the same or last as long. 

> Favoured by airports and travel agencies world-wide due 

to their ‘no compromise’ design providing fast and 

flexible printing. 

> Renowned within the Healthcare sector for their durability

and reliability. 

> The preferred choice for distribution companies, auto garages

and warehouses where the robust design ensures that every Oki

dot matrix printer maintains its performance where conditions

can be far from ideal. 

> The perfect solution within the Retail industry for flexibility and

true print-on-demand capability.

The choice of the best materials, individually suited to their

particular function in our printers ensure that they carry on

delivering where others would falter. This makes them the ideal

choice in warehouses, distribution centres and

automotive garages as extremes of temperature

and humidity, and high levels of dust would cause

non-impact technologies (and other dot matrix

printers) to fail. 

This reliability and versatility reflects the

sturdiness of the basic mechanical construction at

the heart of every printer, staying virtually

unaffected by different working environments. From the compact

ML280 to our flagship ML4410, all our printers continue to be based

on the same design philosophy ensuring the highest levels of

performance now and for many years to come.

the microline pedigree

A reputation built on decades of providing the most reliable dot matrix printers based on a no-compromise design

philosophy and a true dedication to satisfying the needs of our customers.

> Oki – the preferred choice in professional printing applications and demanding environments

> Outstanding reliability – proven through decades of intensive use and customer feedback backed by up to

20,000 hours of reliable, operational life

> Consistent performance – use of the best components available and self-check systems ensures optimum performance

from your printer

> Unparalleled durability and robustness – why our printers are found in Garages, Warehouses, Rental, Retail, Health,

Hotels, Finance, Government Institutions, Travel industry etc

total

reliability,

utmost

dependability.

when nothing

else will do-

oki impact

technology.

cinema:

Efficient printing of tickets and receipts while reducing costs and queues.

warehousing and distribution:

Oki dot matrix printers thrive in the most demanding environments.
retail:

Oki provide retailers with flexible printing solutions from receipts and labels to
inventory control.

OKI DOT MATRIX PRINTERS

finance department:

From purchase orders to spreadsheets and listings, there’s an Oki printer to meet
your needs.

airports:

Fast, flexible and reliable paper handling make Oki dot matrix printers a firm favourite
within the Travel industry.

no other printer is built the same or lasts as long.


